Silent Gliss

METROPOLE

Redefining
curtain poles
Metropole has an internal gliding channel that allows
the curtains to hang directly from our unique twocomponent gliders, omitting the need for rings – giving
the appearance of a pole but the ease and usability of a
Silent Gliss track.
Brackets attached to the top of the pole allow the
curtain to move smoothly throughout the complete
length of the pole – making it ideal for wide windows.

ELLIPSE

Taupe
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

TAPER

White
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

Contemporary

The Ellipse and Taper finials use smooth
continuous curves to elicit a bold but
understated design.

BALL

Bronze
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

SPEAR

Antique Bronze
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

The Ball and Spear finials seamlessly
merge with the pole.

Traditional

FLUSH ENDCAP

Antique Bronze
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

STUD ENDCAP

Charcoal
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

DESIGN ENDCAP

Black
ø 23 / 30 / 50 mm

Versatile

Flush, Stud or Design endcaps offer a
pared down look with versatile fitting.

FLUSH ENDCAP

Matt White
36 mm

STUD ENDCAP

Silver
36 mm

At Silent Gliss curtain poles are not
only round, the Metropole rectangular
profile is a contemporary alternative.

Linear

The choice
is yours

COLOURS

From striking metallics to muted and neutral shades,
Metropole offers something to suit any colour scheme.
The aluminium profiles, endcaps and finials are perfectly
colour matched.

Metropole is hand operated and offered made to measure
in three round (23, 30 and 50 mm diameter) and one
rectangular profile (36 mm deep).

White
Matt White

Flush

Stud

Design

Silver
Taupe

VERSATILE FITTING

CURVES

SUSTAINABLE SINCE 1952

Silent Gliss offer a variety of brackets
for ceiling or wall mounting. Colour
matched to the pole, subtle details such
as magnetic covers ensure discreet but
secure fitting.

Metropole can be forward and reverse
bent to fit perfectly to bay windows or
other curved applications.

Silent Gliss products are manufactured
within an environmentally friendly, safe
and socially responsible framework. We
strive for sustainable growth through
the harmonisation of economical,
ecological and social factors.

Antique Bronze
Ball

Taper

Ellipse

Bronze
Charcoal

Spear

Black

Quality first.

Fabrics –
beyond
decoration

The Silent Gliss Collection sets itself apart by considering both the fabric’s
texture and technical features. We offer a wide range of fabrics, styles and
colours that balance function and design across all of our window treatment
systems.
We include fabrics with special functions such as acoustic performance,
superior light management, antimicrobial and environmental considerations.
All of our fabrics are flame retardant and have been extensively tested on
our systems to ensure consistent hanging behaviour.
Check out the Silent Gliss online fabric finder.
	

Wave curtain
heading
Silent Gliss has created a unique curtain heading system that
turns traditional curtains into a striking, modern design statement.
As an alternative to traditional style headings, Wave uses the
innovative 2C glider-cord to achieve a more contemporary look
throughout the curtain drop: when opened, the curtains
stack back neatly, and when closed the fabric hangs in a
smooth, continuous wave.
Metropole is suitable for all curtain headings that hang
underneath the pole.

Polyflax

Leviso Light

Colorama 2 Multicolour

Colorama Acoustic

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly committed
to the development of the worlds` smoothest, quietest systems
using state of the art technology.
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Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers functional and
durable products. Expert technical advice coupled with installation
and support services complete the offer.
Silent Gliss stands for innovative, sustainable,
tailor made solutions, exceptional design and
first-class quality.
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